KITCHEN COUNTERTOP APPLIANCES

®

HIGHLINE - THE KITCHEN MACHINES

KLARA HIGHLINE (MURPHY RED)
Article No.: 535.43.275
Multi-functional machine with inbuilt 8+ functions (dough
kneader, whisker, beater, chopper, grater, sausage maker, juicer,
mixer, and blender) for every kind of food preparation needs.
Powerful Aluminium Die-cast Body for heavy duty performance
and stability.
Planetary motion* with 60 touchpoints to ensure that the mixing
attachments rotate efficiently around the bowl providing thorough
mixing without manual intervention.
5.5 L Stainless Steel bowl, 1.5L blending jar and 200ml grinding
jar.
Powerful 1000W motor.
5 Speed settings + pulse.

KLARA HIGHLINE (GOTHIC GREY)
Article No.: 535.43.274

KLARA HIGHLINE PRO (GOTHIC GREY)
Article No.: 535.43.137
Sleek touch control panel.
Multi-functional machine with inbuilt 8+ functions (dough
kneader, whisker, beater, chopper, grater, sausage maker, juicer,
mixer and blender) for every kind of food preparation needs.
Powerful Aluminium Die-cast Body for heavy duty performance
and stability.
Planetary motion* with 60 touchpoints to ensure that the mixing
attachments rotate efficiently around the bowl providing thorough
mixing without manual intervention.
5.5 L Stainless Steel bowl, 1.5 L blending jar and 200ml grinding
jar.
Powerful 1000W motor.
7 speed settings + pulse.
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*Rotary mixing along the axis and circumference for superior and uniform
blending even of small quantities.

®

CASTLINE - THE KITCHEN MACHINES

VIOLA PRO - GOTHIC GREY
Article No.: 535.43.273

Multi-functional machine with inbuilt 6+ functions
(dough kneader, whisker, beater, chopper,
grater, sausage maker).
Powerful Aluminium Die-cast Body for heavy
duty performance and stability.
Planetary motion* with 60 touchpoints to ensure
that the mixing attachments rotate efficiently
around the bowl providing thorough mixing
without manual intervention.
6.5L Stainless Steel bowl
Powerful 1300W motor (recommended for
commercial usage).
6 speed settings + pulse.

Multi-functional machine with inbuilt functions
(dough kneader, whisker and beater).
Planetary motion to ensure efficient kneading,
whipping and whisking functions .
4L Stainless Steel bowl.
Powerful 800W motor.
6 speed settings + pulse.

GLAMLINE PRO - RED
Article No.: 535.43.136

®

®

PROBLEND PROFESSIONAL BLENDERS

CUATRO 1000 - VACUUM MIXER & GRINDER
Article No.: 535.43.282
Vacuotechnology removes the air and
oxygen stops the subsequent depletion of
micro-nutrients to enhance the shelf life and
nutrient content of the blended food.
The AdapTech display and control helps
you select any of the pre-set functions with
just a tap of your finger.
1000 W motor, 1 L Tritan blending jar, 150
grams Tritan grinding jar, noise reduction
cover.

THEA 1200 - MIXER & GRINDER
Article No.: 535.43.279
Stainless steel body with 1200W motor.
Stepless speed control.
Tactile buttons for Preset function Pulse, Ice crushing, Smoothie.
1.8 L blending jar, 130 grams stainless
steel jar, 45 grams stainless steel jar for
dry grinding (Titanium coated blades).

COPRESS THE COLD-PRESS JUICERS

ELEGANZ 800 - MIXER & GRINDER
Article No.: 535.43.283
Powerful 800W copper wound motor.
3 food grade stainless steel jars with
click lock feature, 1.5 L wet grinding jar,
1 L dry and wet grinding jar, 300ml dry
grinding jar.
3 speed options and pulse function.

MAGNUS - THE COLD-PRESS JUICERS
Article No.: 535.43.530
Maximum extraction (over 80%) of juice from the
fruits and vegetables put into the juicer without
applying heat which helps retain maximum number
of nutrients, vitamins and enzymes.
Slow and gentle rotation of 35 RPM.
Huge MagnaFeed Inlet which accommodates for
whole fruits.
SmartFlow system mixes and holds juice when
using more than 2 kinds of ingredients.
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ANALOG ELECTRIC KETTLES

DOME KETTLE
- JADE (GREY)
Article No.: 535.43.542

AMBER - THE ELECTRIC TOASTERS

DOME KETTLE
- OPAL (RED)
Article No.: 535.43.540

Volume: 1.7L, Power: 2150W.
Food grade Stainless Steel inner and outer body.
Equipped with UK Strix Thermostat Control (world’s
leading thermostat) with concealed heating system
for precise temperature control.
Boil dry protection and external water-level indicator.

QUEEN KETTLE
Article No.: 535.43.541
Volume: 1.6L, Power: 2150W.
Double-lined Stainless Steel and plastic
body.
Equipped with UK Strix Thermostat Control
(world’s leading thermostat) with concealed
heating system for precise temperature
control.
Boil dry protection and external water-level
indicator.

AMBER 4 SLOT TOASTER
- JADE (MATT GREY)
Article No.: 535.43.154

AMBER 2 SLOT TOASTER
- OPAL (RED)
Article No.: 535.43.550

AMBER 2 SLOT TOASTER
- JADE ( GREY)
Article No.: 535.43.551

7 level adjustable browning settings.
Stainless steel housing.
3.5 cm wide slots to cater to your taste of thick home-baked
breads, tortillas, bagel, donuts and so much more.
3 function buttons: Re-heat / Stop / Defrost.

8 Place setting* cleans up to 75 utensils in one wash.
7 Powerful wash programs.
Active clean technology.
100% Stainless Steel drum for exceptional durability.
Nylon coated soft touch shelves.
A++energy rating.
Power:1475W, Power consumption: 0.72 Kwh, Eco mode, full load wash.
Self cleaning cycle.
Delayed Program option.
Advanced digital display.
Maximum noise level of 49 dB for a quieter dishwashing experience.

AQUA MINI
Article No.: 538.21.300

*8 place settings (8 sets of dining utensils and crockeries) and 1 set of serving utensils.
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